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Abstract
Cryptography is fundamental in data security and is a critical tool in safeguarding information from “unauthorized” view during

the storage and transportation of data. Due to the one-to-one correspondence between plain text and cipher text, encryption algo-

rithms are transformation processes. This implies that all information is present, though encrypted, in the cipher text. Inspired by
Jigsaw puzzles, a new cryptography system, Jigsaw Cryptography System (JCS) is proposed where a single plain text file results in

many cipher text files, resembling jigsaw pieces from a single image. Thus, the interception of a small number of cipher text files may

not compromise the entire contents in plain text. This can result in larger permutations needed to decipher by brute force, which is
not easily achievable in most cryptographic methods.
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Introduction
Cryptography is synonymous with code writing and has its

roots dated to at least 1900 BC when Egyptians used non-standard

hieroglyphs to conceal the meaning of their writings [1]. Salomaa

cleverly explained the two-world concept of cryptography – the
sunlit world of secured information exchange, and the dark world

of intercepting and decoding this information [2]. Data security

and hiding is an important aspect of modern-day life [3,4]. The

loss of secured information may have detrimental consequences,

cryption key-pair [9], which is reflected by the number of possible

encryption-decryption key-pairs. The larger the possible number
of key-pairs, which is proportional to the computing time required

obtaining the correct key-pairs using brute force methods [12]; the

stronger the encryption [9]. As the number of possible key-pairs
is largely correlated to the length of the key, the length of the key
is commonly used to compare the strength of the cryptographic
method [12,13]. In addition, the length of keys is largely dependent

on the nature of the cryptographic algorithm [12,13]; hence, dif-

exemplified in the Babington Plot in 1587 leading to the public be-

ficult to expand without crucial changes to the algorithm.

such as Honey Encryption [6,7], which provides a valid-looking but

position algorithms between plain text and cipher text; where plain

There are four components to any cryptography system. An en-

information in the plain text, and the number of possible key-pairs

heading of Mary Queen of Scots by her cousin, Queen Elizabeth of

England [5]. This led to the development of cryptography systems,
fake message upon decryption with a wrong key.

cryption mechanism (known as encryptor) uses an encryption key
to convert an unsecured and human-readable text (usually known

as plain text) into a secured and human-unreadable text (usually
known as cipher text) and produces a decryption key. A corre-

sponding decryption mechanism (known as decryptor) uses the

decryption key converts the cipher text back to plain text. Hence,

the encryption key and decryption key exist as a pair. When the en-

cryption key is the same as the decryption key, the cryptographic
method is known as symmetric-key cryptography, such as AES [8]

and BlowFish [9]. However, or public-key cryptography uses dif-

ferent encryption key and decryption key. Examples of asymmet-

ric-key cryptography are RSA [10] and ElGamer [11]. The strength

of the system lies in the difficulty in obtaining the encryption-de-

The encryptor and decryptor can be considered as data trans-

text can be any data stream [14], including images [15]. From this
point of view, the cipher text is a transposed text containing all the

represents the total number of ways in which a cipher text can be

decrypted. Thus, the strength of the cryptographic method rests
on the strength of the encryption-decryption key-pairs. Sir Francis Walsingham, Queen Elizabeth’s secretary in the Babington Plot,

was aware of the plot to assassinate Queen Elizabeth for some time
but lacked the crucial evidence to incriminate Mary Queen of Scots;
hence, unable to convince Queen Elizabeth of the plot; until a single

approval letter from Mary Queen of Scots finally convinced Queen

Elizabeth and sealed the fate for Mary Queen of Scots. Therefore,

the possible weakest link in any cryptographic system may be the
fact that all the information in the plain text is found within a single

cipher text, inviting and awaiting deciphering. The same can be said

for each intercepted message sent to Bletchley Park for decryption
during World War II [16,17].
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In this study, a draft/prototype of a new cryptographic meth-

od based on file splitting is proposed. This is inspired by jigsaw

puzzles; hence, named as Jigsaw Cryptography System (JCS); to address the weakness of full information correspondence between
a single plain text and a single cipher text. Jigsaw cryptography

decryptor for assembly into the original plain text file. To ensure
fidelity, file hashes for the original and assembled plain text file, as
well as for each Jigsaw file, are generated and compared.

Although JCS1 is not a true cryptographic method as each Jig-

has no inherent key length requirement, allowing for key length

saw file are essentially unencrypted sections of the original plain

responds to the possible number of key-pairs, demonstrates that

plexity in reassembly can also be exponentially increased as the

expansion with relative ease. Calculation of the number of possible means to revert the cipher text back to plain text, which corJigsaw cryptography outperforms current cryptographic systems.

Jigsaw cryptography

The analogy of jigsaw puzzles is used to address the weakness

of full information correspondence between a single plain text
and a single cipher text. Jigsaw cryptography proposes to slice one

plain text file into multiple cipher text files during encryption pro-

text, the number of assembly permutations can be exponentially increased by reducing the size of each Jigsaw file. Moreover, the com-

number of plain text files increases – instead of splitting a book into
pages, the entire library of books is now split into pages. Given that

the key size of AES-256 is 32 characters long and given that there

are 94 characters in the set of mixed alphanumeric with symbols,
the total number of keys is 9432 or Hence, JCS1 can be theoretically

as strong as AES-256 if the number of assembly permutations exceeds 1.38 x 1063; which can be achieved by using at least 50 Jigsaw

cess. This is likened to taking a large picture image and chopping

files, yielding 50P50 or 3 x 1064 permutations.

Babington plot, Jigsaw Cryptography System (JCS) is likened to cut

categories based on usage; namely, data transport cryptography

Sir Francis Walsingham would have to intercept adequate pieces

while data storage cryptography methods emphasize more on se-

it up in many jigsaw pieces; or cutting a book into pages, remove

all page numbers, and jumbling the pages up. Using the analogy of
Mary Queen of Scots’ approval letter into pieces and send each la-

belled piece separately to Anthony Babington, the chosen assassin.
including pieces containing critical words before the letter could

be deciphered. In the case of Enigma, encrypted message sent by

Germany during World War II, multiple instructions for various
combat units can be concatenated together and shredded by JCS
before transmission, which adds another layer of complexity as
each intercepted shred will not contain the entire combat order.

Cryptographic systems can generally be classified into 2 broad

and data storage cryptography. Data transport cryptography meth-

ods emphasize equally on algorithmic efficiency and security [18]

curity than algorithmic efficiency [19]. JCS is more suitable for data
storage than data transport as its main emphasis is on security
rather than efficiency.

Implementation and Usage
JCS is implemented by adapting the codes from my previous

code paper [20] into a command-line tool using Python 3 and Py-

thon-Fire module (https://github.com/google/python-fire), which

aims to simplify the implementation of command-line interface in
Python 3 [21]. Encryption is performed using the encrypt command; python

jsc.py

encrypt

--blocksize=<blocksize>
filenamelength>

--version=<version>
--filename=<filename>

--slicer=<slicer>

--filenamelength=<

--hashlength=<hashlength>

--verbose=<verbose>

--output_dir=<output_dir>;

where filename is relative or absolute path to the file to be en-

crypted, slicer sets the file slicing method, blocksize sets the size
of a Jigsaw file, filenamelength set the length of file name of a Jigsaw file, hashlength sets the file has length of each Jigsaw file, verFigure 1: Schema of Jigsaw Cryptography.
In this study, a fundamental version of JCS, version 1, has been

implemented. The encryptor takes a plain text file and split the file
into a set of Jigsaw files of pre-defined size (Figure 1) and gener-

ates a log file. There are 2 modes, even slicing and uneven slicing.
In even slicing, the size of each Jigsaw file will be the same except

for the last Jigsaw file. In uneven slicing, the size of each Jigsaw file
will be between 1 and 2 times of the specified length. The generated log file, together with the set of Jigsaw files, will be input to the

sion sets the Jigsaw version, and verbose sets the verbosity from
1 (most information). For example, python jsc.py encrypt
--slicer=even
length=30

--blocksize=262144

--hashlength=16

--filename-

--version=1

--ver-

bose=2 --filename=test_data/DataA.xlsx --output_

dir=./test_data splits (encrypt) test_data/DataA.xlsx into
Jigsaw files of 256 kilobytes each.

Decryption is performed using the decrypt command; py-

thon

jsc.py

decrypt

--keyfilename=<keyfilename>

--outputfile=<outputfile> --encrypt_dir=<encrypt_

dir>; where keyfilename is the relative or absolute path to the
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key file (produced during encryption process), outputfile is the

relative or absolute path to the file after decryption, and encrypt_dir is the relative or absolute path to the directory containing the jigsaw files. For example, python
crypt

jsc.py

de-

--keyfilename=test_data/DataA.xlsx.jgk

--outputfile=test_data/DataA_1.xlsx

--encrypt_

dir=./test_data assembles (decrypt) the Jigsaw files in ./

test_data folder into DataA_1.xlsx using DataA.xlsx.jgk as the key
file.

Future work

This study presents the first implementation of JCS. Future

work on JCS can advance along two inter-related tracks. Firstly, ad-

ditional file manipulation methods, such as bit swapping, can be
implemented to improve the cryptographic complexity of JCS. Each

Jigsaw file may also be independently encrypted by existing cryp-

tography systems using randomized keys as long as these random-

ized keys and their corresponding systems are recorded in the key
file. Secondly, JCS can be developed into a cryptographic file system
[22] using user-space file systems [23].

Availability

Jigsaw Cryptography System is available for use with Python

3.7 and forking under GNU General Public License version 3 at
https://github.com/mauriceling/jigsaw_cryptography.
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